The Sagittarius super star forming complex.
In the following observation records I’ll have a closer look at the chain of star-forming regions (i.e., the clouds of hot, young massive stars with associated emission nebulosity) that are lining the SAGITTARIUS
Spiral Arm as we observe it around the bulge of our Milky Way galaxy. Closest to our solar system, as we look inwards towards the galactic centre, is the Sagittarius OB1 association with the Lagoon (M8) and Trifid
(M20) nebulae at ~1.3 kpc distance; Further up the SGR arm, as it winds inwards around the galactic bulge, is the Serpens OB1 association with the Swan (M17) and Eagle (M16) at ~2 kpc distance. The SER OB1
and SGR OB1 associations together constitute a super star forming complex along the outer part of the Sagittarius arm, where a triggered sequential star formation has been triggered from north to the south (SER
OB1) and from the east to the west (SGR OB1). This pattern of starburst in the galactic arms is quite common in our own Milky Way, as it is indeed in many other spiral galaxies in the universe. The rectangular
Small SGR star cloud (aka M24) 2° N of μ SGR is a window in the dust-lane lining the SGR-CAR spiral arm, through which we can observe the distant (~4 kpc) star rich luminous incurving arc of the innermost NORMA
Spiral Arm. In front of the SGR-CAR arm at 2.4 kpc we find the SGR OB4 association with the multiple giant star HD168021 (B0 Ib) that radiates a powerful stellar wind which has contributed to the opening of the
window in the SGR-CAR arm.
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The observing conditions for the above snapshots were well below medium, with high humidity, low transparency and nautical twilight with NLC plus a low 71% Moon on the rise.
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Hα map of the Sagittarius spiral arm, from SGR OB1 in the S to SER OB1 in the N.
There’s a continuous stretch of interstellar gas and dust lining the SGR-CAR spiral arm, from
Sagittarius in the south up to Scutum/Serpens Cauda in the north.
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Left: Star forming regions in the wall between blowout-regions (SN bubbles & chimneys),
Right: major molecular clouds from our solar system out along the Sagittarius arm.
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The interstellar matter along the SGR arm has been compressed by clustered
supernova explosions, which has blown large cavities in the gaseous disc (such as the
Scutum Supershell), with subsequent triggered star formation in the walls of the SN
bubbles and chimneys. The newborn hot massive OB-stars in the compressed walls
have then ionized the surrounding hydrogen, so we end up with a sequence of open
clusters embedded in emission nebulae, here listed from the N to the S along the SGR
arm:
N6604 in Sh2-54, N6611 in Sh2-49 (M16), N6617 in Sh2-49 (M17), N6530 in N6526
plus the trio: 9 Sgr- HD165052- Her36 in N6523 (all in M8). Quite a wide field view to
behold.
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Messier M16 (Eagle) and M17 (Swan) are part of a large star-forming region
at a distance of ~2 kpc in the SGR spiral arm. They are connected by a
continuous molecular structure, within which the massive individual clouds
and their young clusters have condensed. There is an age gradient from the
OC N6604 (~4 Myr) just N of the Eagle, through M16 (~2½ Myr) and down to
M17 (~1 Myr). The star formation seems to have propagated via stellar winds
and supernova bubbles, possibly augmented by a passage through the SGR
spiral arm.
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The M16-M17 region is part of an even larger super star-forming complex
that reaches down along the outer Sagittarius spiral arm, and includes the M20
(Trifid) and the M8 (Lagoon) nebulae to the S.
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Messier M8 (Lagoon) and M20 (Trifid) lies at roughly half the distance of
M16-17 at ~1.3 kpc along the outer edge of the SGR spiral arm. The Lagoon is
a large complex region consisting of:
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The main object in the area is the Lagoon N6533 that consists of:
- an eastern part with the OC N6530 embedded in the H-II area N6526,
which is illuminated by the hot star HD165052 (O6.5V)
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A far eastern part: Simeis 188 with reflection as well as emission
nebulosity Sh2-31-32 plus Sh2-29; Embedded in Simeis 188 is the loose OC
Cr 136 with the hot ionizing eclipsing binary HD165921 (O7V+O9V).
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- a western part with the bright H-II region N6523 illuminated by 9 Sgr
(O4V) plus the binary HD165052 (O6.6V+O7.5V). At the center of N6523 is
a narrow-waisted biconical window into a bright core: the “Hourglass
Nebula”, illuminated by Herschel-36 (O7), which is surrounded by a rich
young stellar cluster.
The age gradient in the M8 area progresses from E to W, with the oldest
(~7 Myr) being the Cr367 OC with HD165921 in Simeis 188, then stellar
formation has seemingly propagated to the E Lagoon N6530 OC (~2-3 Myr),
still ionizing its H II cloud N6526, and finally to the youngest stars found at the
W edge of M8 in the Hourglass area of N6523, with the Her-36 OC swarm of
T-Tauri stars and YSOs (~1½ Myr).

M16 Eagle (NGC 6611 OC & IC 4703 NEB),
Galactic OC and Diffuse Emission Nebula.
It’s the end of May, an hour past midnight local time, and still not quite dark here in
Denmark, which at the end of spring is totally shrouded in nautical twilight, with the sun
only 6-12° below the horizon. Last night we had excellent transparency past midnight,
where the Milky way in Cygnus between Sadr and Albireo was clearly visible (in fact, at
first, I took it for a passing high cirrus cloud...); This night however, the transparency is
notably lower, to the point where the Milky Way in Cygnus is barely visible, but with
a NELM of ~5m there are still enough stars available for star hopping to many objects...
My object for tonight is M16, The Eagle open cluster and nebula. My star hop takes off
from the base of the Shield (Scutum): the 4.7m star Gamma Scuti. This star is easily
located, as it forms a visual pair with a 6m star, and close by (45’) to the E is a tight triangle
of three other 6m stars (that looks like a small Mickey Mouse head). I draw a mental line
from the Mickey Mouse head to the Gamma Scuti pair, then extend this line : first 1.15’
to two 7m stars, then passing right between this wide pair another 1.15’ to M16.
At 10x in my 56mm Zeiss bino and at 34x in the 32mm Masuyama finder eyepiece on
my 80mm refractor (2½° FOV), the position of M16 is easily recognized, as the object is
located at the center of a cone shaped asterism of ~8m stars: three stars at the bottom
(S), two in the middle and one at the top (N); On closer look the two stellar points in the
middle are each a wide pair of stars, and they mark the position of NGC 6611, the open
cluster in M16.

Centering now on the OC NGC 6611 and increasing the magnification
to 68x (CZJ O-16, 0.6° FOV), I can see ~15 stars in the central 3’ of the cluster,
including the bright Type-O pair (8.2m | 8.5m, PA: 350) W of the center. Just to the
NE of the pair I can see a group of small (~11m) stars on a backdrop of faint
nebulosity, which is due to unresolved stars (i.e., not the emission nebula).
I do try to get glimpses of the diffuse nebula: IC 4703, the central and brightest
part of which is located SE of the OC in my 36’ field of view. The nebula is a large
H II region, excited by UV-radiation from the many type-O and early B stars in the
OC, and with a size of 35’x28’ (60x45 LY) the fainter outer parts extend well beyond
the SE border of my current FOV.
I especially look for the dark columns of gas and dust at the center of IC 4703
(position marked by the small 1.5° circle on my drawing), which should provide a
good contrast to the brighter nebula, -- but I can’t detect these tonight using
simple glass eyepieces. I probably should have tried with a narrowband nebulafilter (OIII, H-beta); I will next time I visit M16!
Instead, I now switch to Live Video, using my R2 ccd/lcd for 136x in a 0.3° FOV.
In the central part of the NGC 6611 OC, I can now detect ~40 stars scattered 3’ to
the NE of the bright ~8m massive and superhot type O3.5V+O7.5V multiple star HD
168076, which has 75-80 solar masses and provides about half the ionizing
radiation for the nebula. 13 of the cluster stars are brighter than 10m, and many of
these are among the 13 O-type stars and about 50 B0-B5 stars, that have been
registered for M16. The OC is part of the Ser OB1 association located at ~2 kpc in
the Sagittarius arm.
The Eagle Nebula IC 4703 is part of the W 37 molecular cloud, which, as
described above, is ionized by the NGC 6611 star-cluster (primarily HD 168076).
In the live video I can detect a faint nebulosity around and just to the N of the ~9m
type-O9.9III star: HIP 89743. I can identify the bright patch to the N as the head of
Burnham’s ”Star Queen” (i.e., the easternmost bright elephant trunk in the HST
”Pillars of Creation”). To the S of HIP 89743 I can just trace out the very faint dark
MC, when I set the exposure time and gain for the R2 video cam at max (5s and 44
DB). The shape is not the well-defined V-shaped ”Eagle” figure, that can be seen in
photographs, -- but with some effort, I think I can identify the westernmost
elephant trunk (the dark pillar aka. right eagle wing) and a darker patch just east
of this (which would be the left eagle wing).
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It’s an early morning (00:30 local CEST) at the start of August, as I contimue my sweep of the inner
Sagittarius arm for Messier objects; This morning I have managed to observe and draw the open
clusters M11 and M26 (SE of Beta resp. Delta Scuti), plus M18 (SW of Gamma Scuti).
Shifting now M18 (‘The Black Swan’) to the lower part of the 2° FOV of my ATC K-40mm finder
eyepiece on my 80mm refractor, I get the nebulosity of M17 in the upper part, just 1° N of M18. If
the area around Rho Virginis is the hotspot for deep sky Messier galaxies, then surely the area
around the M24 Star Cloud in Sagittarius must be the hotspot for Messiers in our own galaxy, -- star
clusters and nebulae galore!
In my 10x56 Bino, M17 is seen as a small band of light, and at 24x in the K-40 eyepiece, it shows
up as a nebulous bar, with a hook down to the SW.
For optimal resolution in my 80mm refractor, I now switch to the R2 ccd/lcd in order to make a
drawing of the central 20’ region of the nebula. The glowing gas now displays a complex pattern of
several brighter clouds shining with a faint rosy hue from hydrogen excited by the radiation of
embedded stellar points. The nebula clouds are separated by darker lanes and bays of dust and
reduced gas concentration. -- Wonderful!
With a distance of 5900 light-years, M 17 is located in the Sagittarius spiral arm of the Milky Way,
much like its neighbor M 16. The pair may be separated in space by only about 300 light-years. The
bright and longish main body of M 17 measures 20 light-years
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M21 (NGC 6532) Open Cluster & M 20 (NGC 6514) Trifid Nebula
Galactic OC and Diffuse Emission Nebula.
It’s an early morning, 2h past midnight local DST (UT+2). We’re now in late May (201805-24), and May month this year will turn out to be the sunniest and warmest in recorded
meteorological history (since 1850). After a cool, cloudy and wet early spring, summer
has started quite unseasonal this year in early May, with day temperatures now
constantly up at 25-30°C, plus a looong string of cozy starry nights, – so many, that I now
have a backlog of observing reports to post (plus a lot of sleep to catch up on…).
Even now past midnight the temperature is up ~17°C (20°C, and we call it a tropical
night!), but there’s a high haze from thin cirrus and stretched out contrails which combined with sky glow from nautical dawn, LP and a 70% setting moon at 11° Alt
towards the W in Virgo – all that reduce the transparency to a mediocre 4/7 with a SQM
of 17.2 (NELM 4.6m) for my suburban backyard. Now this should be OK for my first target
tonight: the open cluster M21, but it will make observation rather difficult for my second
target: the star forming nebula M20 (“Trifid”). We’ll see…
For a start, the NELM 4.6m tonight makes the star hop to my targets not straight
forward, also because M21 and M20 are both at a low altitude (~10°) towards the S. This,
on one hand, can be annoying in that it requires more time and effort to zoom in on the
objects, but on the other hand there’s also fun in the challenge of finding the hidden “X”
on the star map, before you get to dig up the treasure chest. For locating M21-M20, I
prefer to take off from the tail of Aquila, then down SSW along Scutum from β past α-δ
to γ; from Gamma Scuti straight down 4° to M25, then 4° straight W to the wedge of
bright stars in M24; continuing now down S to 3.8m Mu Sgr (which forms a triangle with
15-14 Sgr), then 1½° E to a square of 6-7m stars, and finally another 1½° SW to a
Cassiopeia-like figure W formed by four 6-7m stars. Whew…!
Centering the figure “W” in my Masuyama 32mm eyepiece (34x, 2½° field), I
immediately suspect M21 at the northernmost star in the W, and M20 dangling just
below the southernmost star in the “W”. Messier described both of these objects as star
clusters surrounded by nebulosity, but at 34x magnification in my 80mm refractor, they
are seen more just like “fuzzy stars”. For more detail, I now click over to my Zeiss O-25mm
EP for 44x magnification, which frames both Messier objects perfectly in a 0.9° FOV. M21
is now seen as a tight OC with a bright central 7.2 m star surrounded by a handful of ~9m
stars, while M20 is marked by another 7.2m central star embedded in a faint glowing
nebulous haze

For yet more magnification, I now switch to a close up view of the objects using my
R2 CCTV for live video (136x @ 0.9° FOV); The stars in M21 immediately resolve to ~15
brighter members (9-10m), all being hot massive early type-B stars, with an
undergrowth of ~50 stars of ~11m and fainter. Just N of the 7.2m young and luminous
center star (HD 164863 OB+ star) is a fine ring of faint stars, which makes the cluster
look somewhat like a baby octopus in my eyes… A HR-diagram shows the age spread
well, with the hot massive stars already evolving off the main sequence, while the cooler
medium-size stars are right on the main seq. The cluster also contains a large population
of low mass He3->He4 burning pre main seq. stars in the process of settling down on
the main sequence, but these are too cool/faint to show up in my telescope. M21 is a
relatively close by (4.2 Kly) and young (8 Myr) open cluster, still obscured somewhat by
the gas and dust, from which it was created.
I now switch my attention from M21 to M20, the nebulous star below the southern
point of the figure “W”. The bright 7.2m star in the center of M20 is actually a multiple
star system with six components (HN40/ADS10991). I can detect the tight pair of hot
stars: the type O7V HD164492 plus the type B6V HIP88330 (HN40 A-C: 7.5/8.7 Sep 11’
PA 212°). The O-star is the main source of strong UV-radiation that is ionizing the
surrounding round cloud of hot H-II hydrogen gas. The ionized nebula is overlaid by
three dark lanes of dust (B85), which seem to carve up the H-II cloud into 3
partitions/lobes (thus the name: “Trifid” Nebula).
There’s a bright 7.4m star HD164514 north of the ionized part of the Trifid nebula.
This is a large star, a type A7I moderately luminous supergiant, but it is not hot enough
to ionize the H-II cloud; instead its strong blue light is scattered in the dust component
of the outer cocoon, forming a large reflection nebula that entirely surrounds the
central ionized H-II cloud.
In the live video at 136x, M20/The Trifid is not stunning at all, but I ascribe this partly
to the mediocre observing conditions tonight. By close inspection I am however capable
of discerning the three dark lanes of dust and thus the three lobes of the ionized H-II
cloud. I can (I think) also *just* glimpse a very faint nebulosity around HD164514, -- a
trace of the reflection nebula surrounding the central cloud. The M20 EN is found
roughly at the same distance (4 Kly) as the M21 OC, but the nebula is much younger,
only around 400 thousand years. I’m speculating that in 5 Myr from now, this splendid
pair of Messier objects may show up as another “Double Cluster” like h and χ Persei...
A little long to wait though, so I decide to call it a night and hit the bunk.
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We have now entered July (2018-06-02), and the warm spell from May is still going strong. There’s currently a
widespread draught across the country with a ban on open fires, as we have already had one large wildfire in the
heathlands of Jutland. (On the positive side: I don’t have to mow the lawn every week these days, so …
)
I’m out again tonight, just past midnight (01h local DST, UT+2), to have a closer look at the open cluster and emission
nebula in the M8 area of Sagittarius. Having located the M21 OC and the M20 (Trifid) nebula, it’s easy now to continue
from M21 almost 2° straight S in DEC, till I hit upon a “boat” asterism, with a roughly E-W oriented hull of 4 stars (the
two westernmost being 9 and 7 Sgr), plus a mast of two stars pointing up NNE.
In my wide field view (CZJ O-25mm, 44x @ 0.9° FOV) I can detect a nebulous mist around the base of the “mast”
(9 Sgr), and a string of three ~8m stars embedded in a haze of unresolved fainter cluster members to the E of the nebula.
The open star cluster is NGC6530 and the emission nebula is NGC6523, both part of the M8 “Lagoon” star-forming
complex.
For a better view, I now boost the magnification to 136x (R2 live video, 0.3° FOV). The NGC6530 OC is seen to contain
one bright 7.5m B0V star plus seven hot type B0-1 stars ~9m; The remaining ca. 90 stars in the cluster are fainter than
these, and distributed predominantly in the NE-SW direction. The large gas cloud NGC6503 is illuminated by UVradiation from several hot type O-stars, primarily the 5.9m type O4V HD164794 (9 Sgr) and the 7.1m HD164816
spectroscopic binary of types O9.5V+B0V. These are marked 9 respectively H on my drawing. The core of the nebulosity
is located to the SW of 9 Sgr, around a young 9.5 m giant star Herschel 36; the hot radiation from this star has carved
out (by photo evaporation) a structure in the dense gas/dust called the “Hourglass Nebula”. On my close-up drawing
you can see the bright hourglass structure just E of Herschel 36.
I can see two dark “moats” surrounding the bright central castle of nebulosity guarding the Hourglass, like two
concentric horse shoes with the opening oriented towards the W. These “channels” are lanes of cold dark dust that
obscure emission from the ionized H-II gas. The Lagoon nebula is a site of star formation as revealed by HST in the form
of several collapsing protostellar clouds (Bok Globules) and accreting discs (Herbig-Haro objects). The latter of course
are too faint to be observed with amateur instruments.
M8 the Lagoon nebula is located at a distance of ~5.2 Kly. The NGC6530 OC is a < 3 Myr young OC, just in front of
the Lagoon.
Here's my drawing of the M8 Lagoon area, with a rich field view (44x) and a close up view (136x). For a change, I've
taken an iPhone snapshot of the drawing, as I find that a scanning (at least on my printer) does not render the drawing
of faint nebulosity very well…
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The Sagittarius super star forming complex.
Closest to our solar system as we look inwards at the galactic center is the Sagittarius OB1 association with the Lagoon (M8) and Trifid (M20) nebulae at ~1.3 kpc distance; Further up the SGR arm as it winds in
around the galactic bulge is the Serpens OB1 association with the Swan (M17) and Eagle (M16) at ~2 kpc distance. The SER OB1 and SGR OB1 associations together constitute a super star forming complex along
the outer part of the Sagittarius arm, where there has been a triggered sequential star formation from north to south (SER OB1) and from east to west (SGR OB1). This pattern of starburst in the galactic arms is
quite common in our own Milky Way, as it is indeed in many other spiral galaxies in the universe. The rectangular Small SGR star cloud (aka M24) 2° N of μ SGR is a window in the dust lane lining the SGR-CAR spiral
arm, through which we can observe the distant (~4 kpc) star rich luminous incurving arc of the innermost NORMA arm. In front of the SGR-CAR arm at 2.4 kpc we find the SGR OB4 association with the multiple
giant star HD168021 (type B0 Ib) that radiates a powerful stellar wind, which has contributed to the opening of the window in the SGR-CAR arm.

Sagittarius OB1: M8 Lagoon & M20 Trifid.
Looking S towards the Milky Way galactic center, I now start my sweep of the Sgr-Car spiral arm from the part closest by (1.3 kpc) at the horizon, and then I’ll pan up N and farther away (2 kpc), as the Sgr-Car
spiral arm winds inwards and around the galactic bulge in Scutum.
SGR OB1 is the nearest and largest OB-association in this area, as seen from our position here on the inner edge on the Ori-Cyg arm; It stretches from the M8 (Lagoon) and M20 (Trifid) nebulae in the S, up to
and including the Sharpless 35-37-41 HII regions in the N (aka the Lynds 291 molecular cloud complex). My observation tonight of SGR OB1 will focus on M8 and M20, so I’ll save the structures in L291, including
the bordering SGR OB7 (1.75 kpc) and SGR OB4 (2.4 kpc), for another time. As I’ve tentatively indicated in previous posts, the SGR-SCU area of the night sky is very “busy”, overlaid by several regions of star
associations and molecular clouds of all sorts (emission, reflection, dark), so it can be difficult to piece together a coherent 3D spatial description of the objects (much like the Cygnus area btw).
I start my observation of the S part of SGR OB1 with a wide field view using a 6nm narrowband Hα filter on a 55mm Plössl and later a 41mm Panoptic. This is where I lost my pants... WOW... I mean, just sitting
down enjoying the sight of the Lagoon with the Trifid on top, in the balmy summer night bathed in the smell of the honeysuckle, while they Earth gently rolls by, slowly sweeping me and its tree tops in front of
the cosmic scenery... It does not get better than this!
I’ve studied the M8 Lagoon and the M20 Trifid before, using glass-only for wide field and live video for closer up views; I was able to detect the main features of nebulosity in these objects, but I had to work
hard and long to extract the details. With IIT it’s a whole other ballgame: the emission nebulae are right there in front of you, unfolded in all their glory, and you can just lean back and let your eyes and
imagination take a “tip toe, through the tulips”, enjoying the smell so to speak.
For a slightly closer up view with more stars and a little less boost in nebulosity, I now change to my 12nm Hα filter, first with the 55mm Plössl and later a 21mm Ethos. The stars in the NGC 6530 OC now pop
out better, as does the "Hourglass" core around the Her 36 O7V star in the NGC 6533 nebula. Lots of detail to study and enjoy, as my nautical dawn slowly lightens up from NELM 5.0 to 4.0 and the birds wake up
and start to sing. Life is good

Serpens OB1: M16 Eagle & M17 Swan
I now continue my sweep up N in the Sagittarius spiral arm, to the SER OB1 association, -- and again, first with a wide field view using a 55mm Plössl with a 6nm narrowband Hα filter.
Starting from the S, I first encounter the bright, massive new-born (only ~1 Myr), star forming region known as M17, the Swan, or as Herschel named it: the Omega Nebula; Embedded in the nebulosity is the
very young open cluster N6618 with ~100 massive hot stars of type B9 and earlier, among these 9 strongly ionizing type O-stars. Buried in the core of N6618 is the O4V-O4V binary known as “Kleinmann's star”
that is responsible for the powerful UV flux ionizing the central “Swan” figure of the nebula. Further up N in SER OB1 is M16, the Eagle Nebula, which is ionized by the central open cluster N6611 that includes
the close pair of massive O-stars: HD168076 (O4III) and HD168075 (O6-7V). At the center of the emission nebula is seen the dark dust trunks carved out by photo-dissociation from the above-mentioned pair of
O-stars: the “Pillars of Creation” as recorded by the HST, or the “Star Queen” as named by Burnham
I’ve observed M17 (The Swan) and M16 (The Eagle) before, using glass-only for wide field framing, plus entry level live video for closer up views; With some effort, I was able to detect the main features of
nebulosity in these objects, but again: using IIT made the study of details both relatively effortless and more rewarding.
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It’s a good hour past midnight in mid-June (2021-06-16, 01:30 Loc CEST, UT+2); I’m out in my
suburban backyard on the outskirts of Copenhagen Denmark, and at 56° N Latitude we are now in
perpetual twilight (Nautical dawn), with a rather washed-out night sky, where only the brightest
stars (from 3m ) are visible naked eye, and only from around 30° altitude and up above the horizon.
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Using my small 8x30 Zeiss Bino, I can go down to ~4 m, and thus locate the “tail” of Aquila and
Scutum towards the south, which is where I now point my small 4” refractor. For a start, I have my
nightvision monocular “piggy back’ed” on the refractor, and with a 610nm longpass red filter in
front to reduce the effect of light pollution, I can now go down to 6 m, and thus get a reasonably
good overview of the constellations towards the S, where the Sagittarius spiral arm of our Milky
Way galaxy right now is slowly sweeping past the meridian.
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This area is where the remaining emission nebulae in the Messier catalog are located,
specifically: the M16 (Eagle) and M17 (Swan) nebulae in Serpens Cauda and the M20 (Trifid) plus
M8 (Lagoon) in Sagittarius. Changing the filter on the NVD to a 12nm Hα narrowband, and turning
up the gain, all four M-objects now immediately pop up in the field of view, M16-17 to the W of
Gamma Scutui and M20-8 SW of Mu Sagittarii. All nebulae are located in the Sagittarius spiral arm,
which -- as seen on our night sky -- is stretching from the tail of Aquila through Scutum and the NW
part of Sagittarius down to the tail of Scorpius (and further into Centaurus-Crux, which of course
cannot be seen from my 56° N latitude). Through an opening (a “window”) in the SGR arm, I can
also spot a small part of the inner Scutum-Centaurus arm, -- a patch known as the “Small
Sagittarius star Cloud” (Sh2- 241 aka. M24), right between M17 and Mu Sgr.
Zoom-In on:

610nm Red Longpass,
1x Photonis 4G NVD
iPhone XS w. NightCap Camera App
Long Exp.:1/10s for 30s averaged
Gain Medium, ISO-800

M25
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For contrast and perspective,
the Messier open cluster M25 is
located much closer to our solar
system, at only 2.5 Kly on the
inside of our own ORI-CYG ARM.
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The image to the left is a closeup of the M25-OC taken this
observation night, using my NVD
with 12nm Hα narowband filter
on my 41mm TV PAN eyepiece in
the focuser of my 4” refractor.
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The M-nebulae in the SGR Arm
are at 5.3 Kly (M8, M20) and 6.5
Kly (M16, M17), whereas the
M24 patch of the SCU-CEN inner
spiral arm is far away at 11.7 Kly.
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iPhone XS w. NightCap Camera
Long Exp.: 10s averaged
Gain medium, ISO-200

A Sagittarius Feather
Of Messier Nebulae.
New data (2016-2021) from Gaia and Spitzer have greatly increased our knowledge of the
Messier nebulae in the Saggittarius Arm, including precise parallaxes and proper motions
(kinematics) of the nearest interstellar clouds, young stellar objects (YSO) and associations of
newborn hot OB-stars.
In January 2020 the Radcliffe Wave was identified as a coherent filamentary structure
formed by star-forming clouds within our own Local Arm, and now in July 2021, an equivalent
structure has been identified in the Sagittarius Arm. The new filamentary structure is defined
by 25 YSO groups in a region with high dust extinction, and it includes several prominent
massive star-forming regions such as our well known Messier nebulae: M8 (Lagoon) and M20
(Trifid), M16 (Eagle) and M17 (Omega) plus NGC 6559, Sh2-54 and others.
A notable property of this new elongated filamentary structure is its high pitch angle and
coherent velocity relative to the commonly accepted outline of the Sagittarius Arm. This is
reminescent of the spurs and feathers observed in spiral arms of some other galaxies, and so
maybe our Milky Way galaxy is more “flocculent” that we have assumed up till now…

"A high pitch angle structure in the Sagittarius Arm"
M. A. Kuhn1, R. A. Benjamin2, C. Zucker3, A. Krone-Martins4,5, R. S. de Souza6, A. Castro-Ginard7, E. E. O. Ishida8,
M. S. Povich9 and L. A. Hillenbrand1 for the COIN Collaboration

A&A Vol. 651, July 2021
https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/full_html/2021/07/aa41198-21/aa41198-21.html
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